Innovation at the Crossroads of Humanities, Social Science, & Technology
2015-2016 Highlights of IAC Leadership and Achievements
2015-2016 HIGHLIGHTS

- Increase in Undergraduate Enrollment
• Increase in Applications for Undergraduate Admission
2015-2016 HIGHLIGHTS

• Leading Edge Website Launch
2015-2016 HIGHLIGHTS

• Launch of WCA’s Interactive Data Dashboard
2015-2016 HIGHLIGHTS

- This coming Saturday...

WCA's Community Development Symposium:

A FIVE-YEAR

* ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION *

www.westsidecommunities.org

Saturday April 23rd, 2016
9:00 am - 3:00 pm

Historic Academy of Medicine
875 W Peachtree St NE, Atlanta, GA 30309

Keynote Speaker: Dr. Mindy Fullilove
Author of Urban Alchemy: Restoring Joy in America’s Sorted-Out Cities

Workshops on Arts, Data, and Development

Five-Year Reflections and Awards and Recognition Ceremony
2015-2016 HIGHLIGHTS

- A New Chair for Modern Languages

**Dr. Anna Westerstahl Stenport** will be coming to Georgia Tech from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Dr. Stenport is recognized especially for the cross-disciplinary leadership and program building strength that she has brought to the European Center at the University of Illinois and to their Scandinavian Studies Program.

We are honored that Dr. Stenport will be joining us in August 2016.
2015-2016 HIGHLIGHTS

• Campaign Georgia Tech

We Reached our Campaign Goal of

$35 Million
IAC DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS
2015-2016
Distinguished Service by Staff in Administrative Services

- **Ed Able**  
  *Modern Languages*

- **Jade Hill**  
  *School of Economics*

- **Kevin Pittman**  
  *Information Technology*
Distinguished Service by Staff in Student Services

- Elizabeth Miller
  IAC Dean’s Office
SPECIAL MENTION

- Special Recognition to:

Mr. Andre Desmedt
For service to GT students and the EU Study Abroad Program
DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARDS

- Non-Tenure Track Faculty Award:

Amy D’Unger
HSOC
DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARDS

- Tenure Track Faculty Award:

Nassim JafariNaimi
LMC
FACULTY RESEARCHER AWARDS

2015-2016
RESEARCH AWARDS

- Gold Star 1
  - Paul Baker
  - Jenna Jordan
  - Gordon Kingsley
  - Juan Moreno-Cruz
  - Milton Mueller
  - Michael Salomone
  - Zachary Mark Taylor
RESEARCH AWARDS

• Gold Star 2:
  • Kaye Husbands Fealing
  • Juan Rogers
RESEARCH AWARDS

• Million Dollar Club:
  • Ian Bogost
  • Danny Boston
  • Marilyn Brown
  • Carl DiSalvo
  • Ute Fischer
  • Vicki Galloway
  • Sy Goodman
  • Chris LeDantec
  • Brian Magerko
  • Julia Melkers
  • Helena Mitchell
  • Phil Shapira
  • Adam Stulberg
IAC DEAN’S AWARDS

2015-2016
DEAN’S AWARD

Distinguished Faculty Researcher

Jay P. Telotte
LMC
DEAN’S AWARD

She came to IAC a sweet-sixteen years ago...
DEAN’S AWARD

Distinguished Staff

Tina Lambert
IAC Dean’s Office
DEAN’S AWARD

Distinguished Faculty

Gregory Nobles
HSOC
DESSERT!
KEEP CALM AND BUZZ ON